Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

- Shanghai Cooperation Organisation -

International Criminal Court is quilty of violation of Human Rights itself.
United Nations & European Union refuse to investigate on acts of ICC.
10 july 2008

Dear Bolat Kabdylkhamitovich Nurgaliev,
Russia & China must have informed you about the fact that a Dutch woman started a lawcase against
hostcountry the Netherlands with the International Criminal Court, on 1 may 2007.
See my websites for evidence.
An EQ-tsunami will change the World soon, mainly due to war-crimes taking place within ICC and
consequences of it.
I need your help to protect Earth
● against crimes executed by the Presidency & Office of Prosecutors of ICC.
● increasing government-violence in NL
● lies from EU & UN about this increasing violence in NL
● Laziness in the Moslims-World when it comes to starting the correct legal procedures against NL,
EU & UN.
On www.desireestokkel.nl you find a letter of the UNHCHR related to my ICC-case, which states:
'UN is not going to investigate on ICC'.
They didn't even call me!
In my second letter to Ban Ki-moon of UN, I demand an investigation by the Security Council.
I expect a - negative - reply in august.
Do you comprehend whats already taking place, due to my ICC-case?
● Afghanistan-Uruzgan wants NATO/ISAF to leave, but NL-parliament refuse to listen to
Afghanistani = more war.
● NATO ignores my ICC-case, now they have to protect Balkenende & co against a stay in ICCprison = more wounded & death ISAF-soldiers.
● 'True terrorists read my evidence', and are searching for the right moment to attack parliaments.
● Statemembers of the Statute of Rome, refuse cooperation with ICC.
○ Dafur/Sudan even start to assassinate UN-soldiers = self-protection against lies of EU, UN,
ICC, media, HRW... enz...
○ Democratic Republic Congo can continue to torture & kill civilians , now the ICC-judges have
to set an Congo-dictator free from ICC-prison = Prosecutors work like dictators themselves
when they remove evidence from the files, judges have to stop 'criminal' ICC-employees
○ ICC is a co-worker of NGO's & AVOs - no longer wellcome in all countries - now they prove
to be 'partial to EU-dictators'
○ Media refuses to undo mistakes about ICC and my NL-case, which results into more hatred
against EU, UN & NL
○ UN-soldiers loose the peoples trust Worldwide
○ EU & UN ignore me - consequences of ICC - contiue to pretend 'that my ICC-case has nothing
to do with above mentioned'
● More individual countries start lawcases with their Supreme court against misconduct, racism &
discrimination of their government / parliament, while in NL this legal system has fallen still. Our
members of parliement are too lazy for serious lawcases for health, food, shelter, energy, peace.
Even the Supreme court of Turkey is more trustworthy than NL-courts.
EU will soon loose power, in every deal.
What happens to Earth, when UN security council refuses to investigate on ICC too?
A few ICC-judges can't organize Worldpeace for 6.5 billion civilians.

When nobody cares for the fact that the highest Criminal Court of Law on Earth is the worst terrorist one
can find... this results in more lawless-lives, victums & war-lords. Lies & corruption.
UN & EU will be nothing more than a progpaganda-strategy for intensifying wars, only to protect a few
European-MPs against lawcases related to misconduct and punishment inherent to it.
Healty food-production, green-energy and Fair trade & Eko - in generall - will become 'a Worldwide
maffia-practise'. I assume live-standards will fall back to a system similar like 'the black market for
human trafficing organs' = people so poor and in depth that they sell their family-members or
body-arts... for more poverty...
Have you any idea 'how retarded the NL-police is'...? Nóóóó', you are still day-dreaming.
What do I need you to do?
● I need you to contact the UN and demand an investigation on activities of ICC.
● EU-commisions & EU-parliament have to acknowledge my ICC-case.
● African Union is 'cutting itself loose from EU & UN', but they still can't take up necessary legal
procedures to defend themselves with. They have to become much thougher based on laws!
● Balkenende & Co have to send a settlement to the ICC-judge for my case, so the World can
believe in the reliablity of NL & ICC.
● I also need you to defend yourself against HRW, Amnesty international and all other NGOs &
AVOs who lie about NL & ICC constantly. NGOs cause lawless lives!
For example China.
Yes, violation of HR is still taking place within that country. But can they
change any faster than they are doing today? No, they can't. NGOs & AVOs who continue to
complaint about HR in china never prove how much they have changed personally over the past
30 years. These so called 'rescuers of the World' never start difficult & painfull lawcases against
parliaments themselves with ICC or ICJ. NO, they leave these dirty-EQ-jobs to the victums of
violent regimes in EU & UN; people without money, a lawyer, national security....
So, its about time 'somebody breaks down HRW, AI ...and many other trouble-makers...'.
● Close down all media that prefers to create wars - ignore lawcases against MPs -.
● Drop a Daisy-cutter on NATO, its oké with me.

In a way its already too late.
ICC has caused more violence & deaths, now they hide my NL-case for the rest of the World.
Have an inspiring day,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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